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This bench titled "letter" comes from two apparently opposite but actually complementary needs: one of a formal nature, the other purely conceptual. The first is expressed by the sheet which, by bending, creates a shape to sit and lean on; the second expresses the atavistic desire to communicate through the graphic sign, writing or drawing.
In this object the meaning (concept manifested by means of signs) and the signifier (the sign in relation to the thing it signifies) find full unity and expressive balance.
The simplicity of its concept, a "sheet" of folded white metal sheet, responds to the need to propose a highly flexible and customizable product in which the urban design manufacturer proposes itself as a "service provider" by which the client has his agreed media project implemented. A sheet, again, on which to impress one's own sign, express one's idea, sell one's product.
This absolute versatility is clearly evident in the applications of ambient advertising. The examples shown demonstrate maximum expressive freedom for the customer; the possibility of reporting writings, drawings, logos, slogans and advertising images allow to freely exploit the entire media spectrum of writing, sign, image, but also the senses (touch, smell and hearing). So much so that it is possible to engrave the sheet, cut it by laser, screen it and apply a scotch-print type adhesive or a protective varnish to clean it easily from sprays but also to cover it with synthetic material in addition to the infinite possibility of coloring.
The peculiarities of a brand can be enhanced through the evocative chiaroscuro of punched sheet metal, a contemporary reference to stone inscriptions of the past; the use of scotch-print can be very useful for advertising campaigns that are ephemeral and have the need to rotate; a public administration can reproduce its coat of arms or its social spots, a museum, images of its best-known artists or their strongest quotes, ad infinitum. The desire, for example, to write something about public affairs, widespread since ancient times, gives rise to the idea of the hand that writes, like filling out a form, which provocatively invites to "dirty" the bench, to express oneself freely on this blank page, as if an authentic public object. Furthermore, the possibility of being able to apply on the seat and back any material in relief, from latex to synthetic fur or from rubber to expanded PVC, completes the range of its possible uses, for now.
Finally, this "Letter" playfully winks to the interference between static users and dynamic users, between those who are sitting and those who would like to move them to read or see what is behind them; it wants to be a real urban media role, a vehicle for the most diverse contemporary needs.




Marco Zagaria
Technical specifications

Above-ground height: 79 cm
Depth: 49 cm
Length: 149 cm
Weight: 75 kg

Marco Zagaria
Fixing system: Base plate fixed
with plugs at ground level
Plinth: n. 2 plinth 60x60x20 cm 360 kg
Materials: AISI 304 stainless steel
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aeroporto di capodichino
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Marco Zagaria
some benches realized at 
miglio d’oro urban park in ercolano
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some benches realized at 
capodichino airport in naples
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some benches realized at 
the entrance to the Aragonese Castle in Reggio Calabria
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some possible realization ideas
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https://napoli.corriere.it/notizie/cronaca/17_giugno_21/panchine-letterarie-londra-napoli-l-idea-importare-f261b172-5648-11e7-9434-cc1f2249ef23.shtml?refresh_ce
https://napoli.repubblica.it/cronaca/2016/02/04/foto/all_aeroporto_di_napoli_l_attesa_diventa_viaggio_ecco_le_panchine_in_versi-132729960/1/#1
https://www.napolidavivere.it/2016/02/13/panchine-con-aforismi-di-pino-daniele-baudelaire-ed-altri-allaeroporto-di-napoli/
https://ildispaccio.it/calabria/reggio-calabria/2022/07/18/installata-a-reggio-calabria-la-nuova-panchina-parlante-nel-ricordo-di-paolo-borsellino/
https://www.dire.it/18-07-2022/763446-la-panchina-ricordo-dedicata-a-borsellino-accanto-a-due-scuole-di-reggio-calabria/
https://www.strettoweb.com/2022/07/reggio-calabria-installata-la-nuova-panchina-parlante-nel-ricordo-di-paolo-borsellino-foto-e-video/1370089/
https://traccevolanti.com/2021/04/26/panchine-resistenti/
https://www.reggiotoday.it/cronaca/festa-liberazione-iniziative-citta.html
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